Comparison of two finite element methods with experiments of delaminated composite panels
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1 Introduction

This paper focuses on two different modeling approaches for delaminated multilayer composite panels: The former, applied by Risø DTU, adopts 20-node orthotropic solid elements with 3 degrees of freedom (DOF) per node, and the latter, developed by the University of Genoa, adopts shell elements with 6 DOF per node.

The results obtained from the two finite element modeling methods are compared with experimental results from testing flat composite panels with and without delaminations.

The aim of this work is to eventually compare the finite element results with the experimental data in order to discuss pros and cons for the modeling methods and to provide suggestions for reliable prediction of consequences of delaminations in thick composite panels.

2 Numerical Modeling Approaches

The panels modeled are relatively thick with a thickness to width ratio of about 0.067. They consist entirely of unidirectional (UD) layers with all fibers in the loading direction and are somewhat similar to the load carrying laminates in a typical wind turbine blade, where approximately 90% of the fibers are in the lengthwise direction.

Mechanical properties representative of unidirectional fiber glass laminates produced in the laboratory is used in this work, see Hansen et al. [1]:

\[
\begin{align*}
E_{11} &= 46.5 \text{ GPa} \\
G_{12} &= 4.1 \text{ GPa} \\
\nu_{12} &= 0.25 \\
E_{22} &= 13.4 \text{ GPa} \\
G_{23} &= 2.6 \text{ GPa} \\
\nu_{23} &= 0.25
\end{align*}
\]

The plate taken into account for the numerical analysis is rectangular with an aspect ratio \(A/B=1.36\) where \(A\) is the length of the edge along the load direction, having the same orientation of the fibers. Corresponding lower case letters (a, b) are used to define the delamination size, having the same aspect ratio of the panel. See Fig. 1 for size definitions.

![Fig. 1. Definition of panel and delamination geometry.](image)

2.1 Solid Elements Model

The 3D solid finite element models were modeled with 20-node orthotropic elements. Two or three elements were used through the thickness depending on the through thickness position of the delamination.

A small out-of-plane displacement corresponding to the first buckling mode shape was applied as an initial imperfection of the delaminated sub-laminate. The amplitude of the initial imperfections was approximately 0.5% of the panel thickness.

The elements were all joined in the interfaces (nodes coincidence), except for the delaminated area where quadratic contact conditions were applied to
prevent penetration. The panel is considered simply supported in the midline of all its edges. Therefore all panel models have nodes at these midlines. The load is applied by forcing a uniform in-place displacement on one of the short edges and constraining the opposite edge (B edges in Fig. 1).

The average number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) was approximately 150,000. Nonlinear geometric analyses were conducted using an implicit solution algorithm.

### 2.2 Shell Elements Model

The shell element model presented in this paper is defined by a single shell surface for the intact path and by two surfaces for the delaminated area, each surface representing one side of the delamination, as shown in Fig. 2.

The nodes along the edge of the delamination are coupled to the nodes on the main surface by a rigid link constraint, where the master node is the node lying on the edge of the intact middle plane and the nodes on both sub laminates edges are its slaves.

A 9-nodes shell elements mesh has been generated on the surfaces, for a total number of about 4800 elements; the element type is the MITC9 as suggested in [2], to prevent element locking problems for thin laminates. To avoid penetrations between the surfaces defining the sub laminates in the delaminated area, a contact algorithm has been taken into account. The panel is considered simply supported on all its edges; a distributed compressive line load is applied on the short edges.

See [3] for a more detailed description of the numerical modeling approaches.

### 2.3 Delamination Modes

Different behavior can be observed when a delaminated panel is subjected to compressive in-plane load and this behavior depends on delamination size and position. Typically two different behaviors are expected: Global mode buckling, where the sub laminates on both sides of the delamination moves to the same side, and local mode buckling where the sub laminates move towards opposite sides. As observed by Peck and Springer [4], when local buckling occurs, it introduces bending in the plies on the other side of the delamination, so that they are subjected to both bending and compressive stress resulting in a reduced failure load.

However, results from the 3D solid models also show that combinations of the global and local modes can appear as so-called combined modes or sub-modes. The sub-modes are found to appear for special combination of delamination size and through thickness position. In these studies five different mode types have been observed.

![Fig. 2. Rigid link coupling between intact and delaminated path, master and slave nodes positions.](image)

![Fig. 3. Delamination modes shown with the corresponding central out-of-plane displacement for the two delaminated sub-laminates.](image)
These modes are illustrated in Fig. 3, where the relation between the out-of-plane displacements at the centre of the two delaminated sub-laminates is plotted.

The buckling map shown in Fig. 4 is divided into the following 3 areas:

- Local buckling, occurring for large delaminations close to the surface,
- Global buckling, occurring for small and deep delaminations,
- Sub-mode, occurring for large and deep delaminations.

The buckling mode map is similar to those reported by Short et al. [5]. However, in [5] only local and global modes were considered.

A linear curve is determined by the first 30% of this load history and then offset by 2.5%. The buckling load is then found as the load at the intersection between this linear curve and a spline interpolation of the entire load history, see Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5. Robust method to define buckling load in non-linear analysis.](image)

2.4 Panel Strength

Both in the numerical and experimental studies, the ultimate strength of the panels are defined using a robust method to define buckling that was proposed in [7].

The normalized in-plane force is plotted against the normalized in-plane displacement. In the start of the load history, the response of the panels is linear, but as the panels start to buckle, the response becomes non-linear.

![Fig. 6. Reduced compressive strength map for the solid and shell element models respectively, see [3]. Note that the maps are mirrored with respect to the y-axis for sake of easier comparison.](image)
Fig. 7. Experimental setup. Deflections were measured by a DIC measurement system on one side of the panel and by conventional displacement transducers on the other side.

3 Experimental Results

A large number of flat composite panels with and without delaminations have been tested until failure as reported in [6-7].

The test specimens are approximately 400x380x20 mm rectangular composite panels made of glass fiber reinforcement plastic. The lay-up is symmetric with approximately 90% of the reinforcement in the load direction and the remaining reinforcement in the ±45° directions. Two different types of panels were tested. One type (Pr) was made with prepregs and the other type (In) was made using the vacuum infusion technique. Even though the specimens were made similar to the load carrying laminate in a typical wind turbine blade, the material properties are not fully representative to those in real wind turbine blades, as the specimens were produced in a lab under different conditions.

For both types, some of the panels were manufactured with no intentional defects or imperfections, while others had Teflon sheets embedded to simulate delaminated rectangular areas of different size and depth. A specially designed test rig (see [6]) was used in a 5 MN Instron testing machine as shown in Fig. 7. The rig is designed to limit rotation and out-of-plane deflection of the edges of the panels. The panels were loaded to ultimate failure and a digital image correlation (DIC) measurement system was used in addition to conventional displacement transducers to monitor full field displacements of the panels under increasing load.

As described above, the compressive loaded panels are subjected to the two different buckling modes; the global buckling mode and the local buckling mode. The following buckling responses were observed during the experiments:

a) Global buckling.
b) Local buckling without growth. The delaminated zone pops out and very little growth of the delaminated zone is observed before ultimate failure.
c) Local buckling with growth. The delaminated zone pops out and substantial growth of the delaminated zone is observed before ultimate failure.
d) Global buckling with mode jump. The buckling begins in the 1st global mode shape. At failure a mode-jump is observed and the panel fails in an s-shape.
e) Local buckling cause instant failure. The panel fails right after the delaminated zone pops out. This typically occurs at high loading.

The buckling load was determined for each panel using the robust method described in the previous section. The average buckling loads for the small series of each type is denoted \( P_i \) and the average buckling loads for panels without delaminations is denoted \( P_n \). The two different panel types with respect to manufacturing process were treated separately meaning that they have different \( P_n \).

Table 1 lists the main results from the experimental panel tests. The panels have delaminations of different size and through thickness position. For a few of the panels, strange behavior was observed or measuring equipment was not running properly. These panels are not included here. In Table 1, average results are shown for between 2 and 4 specimens of each type.
4 Comparison

In Fig. 8 the buckling behavior predicted by the solid elements models is compared with the experimental results. It is found that there is generally a good agreement between the predicted buckling behavior and the observed behavior during the experiments, despite the fact that exact boundary conditions of the experiments are not fully reproduced in the FE models.

The numerical analyses give a quite sharp borderline between the local and global buckling modes. For the experiments this borderline cannot be expected to be sharp and the experiments also indicate that there is a band along the borderline where both local and global buckling behavior can be expected. This band seems to be wider as the delaminations get bigger and deeper in the panels. This also agrees with the sub-mode area found for the numerical analyses. However, more experiments and analyses are needed to obtain more solid conclusions on this band.

The reduced compressive strength caused by delaminations in flat UD panels is summarized in Fig. 9, where the results from both FE approaches are compared with experimental data. It is generally found that the reduced compressive strength is larger for the experiments than predicted by the FE-analyses also because of differences in boundary conditions. However, shell element models appear in slightly better agreement.

Table 1. Tests results: the prevailing observed buckling mode is listed together with the measured reduced strength, i.e. ratio between average buckling load of delaminated panel (P_i) by average buckling load of non-delaminated panel (P_n).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test panels</th>
<th>Failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Specimens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In 4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In 5a</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In 5b</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In 6a</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In 6b</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In 7a</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In 7b</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr 5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr 6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr 7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr 8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Buckling mode map for flat UD panels with experimental results included. Type ‘In’ panels are red and type ‘Pr’ panels blue. Solid circles mean global buckling while diamonds mean local buckling. The light blue colored diamonds mean that the local behavior is uncertain or the panel sometime shown global behavior.
Fig. 9. Comparison of reduced compressive strength from tests and numerical analyses: type ‘Pr’ panels are blue and type ‘In’ panels are red (points are mirrored with respect to y-axis), curves summarize FE results. Labels show average reduced buckling load factor $P_r/P_n$ from the experiments.

5 Conclusions

Tests results were presented in this paper showing that fabrication method and delaminations affect buckling strength of composite laminates.

Two completely different FE modeling approaches were attempted to simulate their buckling behavior: one adopts 3D elements and implies rather high computational efforts while the other requires less computer resources and it is intrinsically able to catch the local bending behavior at the edges of the delamination.

Comparison of experimental and FE results highlights capabilities and application limits of the proposed models.
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